
 
 

Regupol® 4515
High performance acoustic 
underlayments for any 
floor finish



Resilient Acoustic Floor Coverings
The Regupol® 4515 range of acoustic underlays delivers a high performance impact sound 
solution for any type of subfloor and all floor finishes. 
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These characteristics make the Regupol® 4515 range a very versatile acoustic underlay used on a 
wide range of prestigious projects.

Manufactured without blowing agents, Regupol® 4515 has zero ozone depletion potential (ODP) and 
zero global warming potential (GWP) and is manufactured from 100% recycled materials.

Benefits
• High-performing 

• Quick and easy to install

• Cost-effective acoustic underlays

• Compatible with all types of sub-floor
 (beam and block, pre-cast concrete and cast in situ)

Two proven systems
Regupol® 4515 Eco and Regupol® 4515 Multi offer flexibility in design according to budget 
and performance requirements.

Product Selector

 * Regupol® 4515 Eco is manufactured from a combination of cork granules and rubber crumb. The manufacturing process of this 
product results in the presence of UK Workplace Exposure Limits exist for Carbon Black 3.5mg/m3 8hr TWA, 7mg/m3 15min STEL 
fillers, which can cause plasticizer migration and the discolouration of light coloured floor finishes such as vinyls and carpets. To avoid 
such potential problems we strongly recommend that Regupol® Regubond 100 be used. Please contact the CMS Danskin Acoustics 
team, if light colours are being used, for full range of floor finishes and if you require a list of recommended adhesives.

Acoustic Flooring Products (Impact Sound Control)

Product
Floor Type (PCT) Floor Finishes

Pre-
cast

Beam &
Block Concrete Timber Carpet Wood /

Laminate
Lino /
Vinyl

Ceramic
Tiles

Regupol® 4515 Eco p p p p* p p* p

Regupol® 4515 Multi p p p p p p p

Applications
Regupol® 4515 is widely used in developments where effective sound control is essential 
and interior design flexibility is a priority.

These include:
• Apartments
• Education developments
• Hotels
• Commercial developments
• Leisure developments
• Bespoke architectural projects
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The Challenge
The extensively refurbished Four Seasons Hotel 
London, at Park Lane, required an acoustic 
solution to effectively control impact sound with 
the marbled tiled floors of its guest bathrooms. 
Due to the prestigious nature of the hotel, 
superior impact sound attenuation needed to be 
achieved to exceed Part E requirements.

The Solution
CMS Danskin Acoustics provided the architects 
ReardonSmith, and main contractor Beck 
Interiors, with onsite added value technical 
support at the point of specification and 
recommended Regupol® 4515 Multi to surpass 

Four Seasons Hotel, Park Lane, London

Find out more at www.cmsdanskin.co.uk

Our high performance acoustic underlayments success
Regupol® 4515 is a flexible and sustainable specification, used to control impact sound across a 
variety of sectors. Delivering competitive sound attenuation with any floor finish, Regupol® 4515 is 
regularly used in residential, educational, commercial and hospitality developments.

Part E standards.

Quick and easy to install, Beck Interiors fitted 
4,910m² of 4.5mm Regupol® 4515 Multi in all 
the bathroom areas to reduce impact noise such 
as footfall.

The Results
Achieving high levels of impact sound 
attenuation with a tiled floor finish, Regupol® 
4515 Multi exceeds the minimum requirement of 
62dB or less specified by Part E regulations.

Russell Coleman, senior project manager, Beck 
Interiors, commented:

“As one of the finest examples of a world class 
hotel we needed complete peace of mind that 
the acoustic flooring solution we applied in the 
guest bathrooms provided more than effective 
impact sound isolation, especially with the 
marble floor finish. The technical support that we 
received from CMS Danskin Acoustics in order to 
specify Regupol® 4515 Multi was excellent.”

The Challenge
Victoria Mills is a residential apartment 
development, incorporating a mill conversion 
alongside a stylish new build block. 
Commissioned to manage the design and 
construction of the new build element, which 
comprises 167 apartments over eight storeys, 
Quarmby Construction had to achieve Part 
E compliance while keeping within overall 
programme budget.

The Solution
Following consultation with CMS Danskin 
Acoustics a suitable cost effective impact 
sound solution was identified in the form of 

Victoria Mills, Shipley
Regupol® 4515 Eco acoustic underlay. Quick 
and easy to install, Regupol® 4515 Eco is 
bonded to the subfloor directly beneath the final 
floor finish, making it ideal for new builds and 
refurbishments.

The Results
At the Victoria Mills development, Regupol® 
4515 Eco acoustic underlay enabled the first 
phase of the new build apartments to achieve 
Part E compliance, confirmed by pre-completion 
testing. The success of the first phase led 
Quarmby to use Regupol® 4515 Eco to control 
impact sound in the second phase of the 
development.

Colin Gebbie, contracts manager at Quarmby 
Construction, concludes:
“We sought a cost effective treatment that would 
deliver the required level of sound insulation and 
maintain the required floor to ceiling heights, 
without the need to apply an additional screed 
layer or floating floor. We found all of this in 
Regupol® 4515 Eco.”

Find out more at www.cmsdanskin.co.uk

The Challenge
Cheval Residences, Three Quays developer, have 
a reputation for providing residences in London’s 
most desirable addresses. Three Quays was to 
be no different.

Between the Flowcrete screed and the Amtico 
finish, an acoustic underlay was required that 
would meet the requirements of Part E of the 
Building Regulations. A material would be 
required that would achieve superior impact 
sound attenuation, delivering high tensile 
strength and exceptional acoustic performance 
over time without ageing or collapsing.

Unfortunately, the stylish light vinyl tiles 
presented something of a challenge. 

Cheval Three Quays, Central London

Find out more at www.cmsdanskin.co.uk

The Solution
CMS Danskin Acoustic product range featured 
an innovation that had been specifically designed 
with the elimination of plasticiser migration in 
mind: Regupol 4515 Multi.

Plasticiser migration isn’t a problem for an 
acoustic material that, because it doesn’t contain 
any rubber, doesn’t require the addition of any 
plasticisers.

Paul Absolon, Technical Director CMS Danskin 
Acoustics said:

“We’ve always seen our materials less as 
‘products’ and more as ‘solutions’. Regupol 
4515 Multi is our solution to the long-standing 

problem of plasticiser migration, providing 
effective soundproofing whilst allowing interior 
specialists like Forme UK to make full use of 
a wide palette of colours and styles. It was a 
pleasure to work with the people at Mace, Axis, 
3DReid, Forme UK, Amtico and Rees Flooring 
in bringing a high standard of acoustics and 
aesthetics to Cheval Three Quays.”
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Product Description
Extremely durable, flexible and sustainable, Regupol® 4515 Eco 
delivers cost effective impact sound insulation and is ideal for all 
types of developments.

Regupol® 4515 Eco meets the requirements for a bonded soft 
floorcovering in certain Guidance floors in Approved Document E 
(England & Wales ), Technical Booklet G ( Northern Ireland ) and 
Example Construction floors under Section 5 ( Scotland ) - see 
performance section for details.Regupol 4515 Eco must always be 
used with a suitable base floor and ceiling construction.

BENEFITS
• Designed for use with a wide range of floor finishes,
 including carpet and tiles as well as wooden based floor 

finishes, e.g. parquet
• Offers long term performance without collapse or “bottoming” 

out under high point loads
• Resistant to ageing and deformation
• Zero global warming potential (GWP) & zero ozone depletion 

potential (ODP)
• Product manufactured using Recycled Materials and 100% 

recyclable

PHYSICAL INFORMATION
Roll width 1,100mm

Roll lengths 20m (3mm) & 12m (4.5mm)

Material thickness 3mm & 4.5mm

Material construction Rubber/cork

Regupol® 4515 Eco

Please refer to the latest Technical Data Sheet and Installation 
Guidelines for more information.
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Product Description
Achieving superior impact sound attenuation with any floor 
finish, Regupol® 4515 Multi delivers high tensile strength and 
exceptional acoustic performance without ageing or collapsing.

Regupol® 4515 Multi meets the requirements for a bonded soft 
floor covering in certain Guidance Floors in Approved Document 
E (England & Wales), Technical Booklet G (Northern Ireland) and 
Example Construction floors under Section 5 (Scotland).

Regupol® 4515 Multi

PHYSICAL INFORMATION
Roll width 1000mm

Roll lengths 20m (3mm) & 18m (4.5mm)

Material thickness 3mm & 4.5mm

Material construction PUR foam/cork

BENEFITS
• Highly sustainable and recyclable
• Suitable for all floor finishes including ceramic, granite, stone 

and marble tiles
• Compliant to CoF for light duty applications such as domestic 

dwelling floors*
• Offers long term performance without collapse or “bottoming” 

out under high point loads
• Resistant to ageing and deformation
• Quick and easy to install. Simply bond to the subfloor beneath 

the final floor finish
• Zero global warming potential (GWP) & zero ozone depletion 

potential (ODP)
• Independent Test Data available showing compliance with 

Approved Document E, Technical Booklet G and Section 5 on 
certain floors

• Product manufactured using Recycled Materials
• Suitable for all types of underfloor heating

Please refer to the latest Technical Data Sheet and Installation 
Guidelines for more information.
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Product Description
A solvent free, water-borne synthetic polymer based adhesive, 
formulated in a ready to use blue paste. Characterised by a 
fast and strong initial grab and a rapid set, as well as a rigid 
and cohesive final film, it gives the floor coverings a very good 
dimensional stability.

Applications
Hard set, highly shear resistant, wet-bed dispersion adhesive, 
specially formulated for Regupol® 4515. Also suitable as universal 
adhesive for all common resilient and textile floor covering types.

For use on floors and walls in interior applications.

Suitable on:
• Level and absorbent surfaces
• Underfloor heating systems

It can be used for:
• Static and dynamic loads, including intense load, in residential, 

commercial and industrial sectors (e.g. in hospitals, shopping centers, 
airports, etc.)

• Stresses from chair castors according to EN 12529

Some application examples:
• Sheet and tile rubber flooring with smooth or textured surfaces
• Homogeneous and heterogeneous PVC floor coverings, sheets and tiles
• PVC and multilayer PVC floor coverings
• LVT (Luxury Vinyl Tiles)

Also suitable as universal adhesive for bonding:
• Textile floor coverings with all common backings (latex-primed, PVC and 

polyurethane foam, natural jute and Action-Bac® backed carpets, etc.)
• Needle-punch woven flooring also in latex
• Flocked flooring
• Semi-flexible vinyl floor tiles (VCT)
• Linoleum with natural jute backing
• Polyurethane, polyolefin and synthetic back linoleumflooring
• Polyolefin-based and chlorine-free floor coverings;
• PUR floor coverings;
• PVC and rubber wall coverings

PRODUCT FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY.
Please refer to the latest Technical Data Sheet and Installation 
Guidelines for more information.

Regupol® Regubond 100
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Typical Installation
Important Notes:

• For timber based constructions please 
contact CMS Danskin Acoustics for 
guidance.

• Directions for use are given for guidance 
only and are not intended to form part of any 
contract. They should be varied or adapted 
to suit your particular materials or conditions 
of use. It is strongly recommended that 
prospective users test a sample of the 
product under their own conditions to satisfy 
themselves of its suitability for the intended 
purpose. For the Pre Completion Testing 
route to compliance with the Building 
Regulations CMS Danskin Acoustics may 
provide site test evidence (where available) 
concerning the use of their product in a 
similar overall construction. Test evidence of 
a product passing minimum standards in 
one construction is not a warranty or 
specification that the same product will meet 
the desired acoustic performance level in 
any other building.  Such evidence can only 
be considered indicative and should not be 
relied upon.

Precast Floor

In-Situ Concrete Slab Floor

In-Situ Concrete Slab Floor on
Permanent Hollow Rib Steeldeck

Regupol® 4515
3mm/4.5mm layer †

Regupol®
Regubond 100

Adhesive

Regupur®

Regulevel 1 or 2

Precast
concrete floor

Regupol® 4515
3mm/4.5mm layer †

Regupol®
Regubond 100

Adhesive

In-situ
concrete slab

Regupol®
Regubond 100

Adhesive

In-situ
concrete slab floor

† Product thickness selected is based on acoustic performance required.

 Diagrams shown are for illustrative purposes only

Regupol® 4515
4.5mm layer †

The Regupol® 4515 range 
is just one of a number of 

acoustic solutions available 
exclusively in the UK from
CMS Danskin Acoustics.

Visit the website
for more details

www.cmsdanskin.co.uk
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CMS Danskin Acoustics products are part of the                              range

For further information
please contact our technical/sales team

Scotland - 01698 356000
1 Netherton Road, Wishaw, North Lanarkshire ML2 0EQ

Central/Southern - 01925 577711
Unit 2 Lyncastle Road, Appleton, Warrington WA4 4SN

info@cmsdanskin.co.uk
www.cmsdanskin.co.uk


